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Discover the latest coastal trend, Graham & Brown’s
nostalgic collection and neon brights

MINI TREND: Seashells

Take on a new twist to the classic coastal
look without having to scour the shores
yourself. Instead, incorporate shell motifs
and patterns throughout your home in a
subtle way this summer – whether it be
through wallpaper and bedding or smaller
details such as lamp bases and vases. To
bring this season’s trend into your home
tastefully, take inspiration from the beach
by keeping tones natural
and neutral, with pops of
sea blue for a splash of
colour. The YH team loves
this ruffled shell throw from
Cox & Cox – its flounced,
fanned shell design will add
stylish interest to your bed.

Blue Sea
Shell
vase, £14,
Homesense

Ruffled Shells
cushion, £20;
Ruffled Shells
throw, £50,
both Cox & Cox
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Shell table
lamp, £95, John
Lewis & Partners

Miami
Shells Trellis
wallpaper
in Powder
Blue, £85
per roll,
Eleanor
Bowmer

THE
BRIGHT SIDE
Spruce up your sofa with some
vibrant neon colours. Featuring bright
pinks, intense oranges and zingy cyan
tones, these stylish slogan cushions come
complete with funky pompoms for added
pizzazz. The cushion padding is 100 per
cent recycled polyester from plastic bottles
– making these soft cushions eco-friendly,
too. Yes please/No thanks
cushion, £45; Fun cushion,
£39.50, both Small Talk
at Bombay Duck.

SUNSHINE STATE
With playful rainbows hand-painted in a palette of
warm sunset hues, these sweet planters from Sass
& Belle’s Earth Rainbow collection will make an ideal
home for your indoor plants this summer. Add a ray
of sunshine to your shelves and sills with semi-circle
shapes and bohemian hanging designs. Prices start
from £7.50 for a Mini Rainbow planter on legs.

Retro revival
To celebrate its 75-year anniversary,
Graham & Brown has curated a limitededition range of wallpaper and paint
colours from the 33,000-piece archive
to celebrate each period of Graham
& Brown’s design and production. The
Through the Decades collection features
instantly recognisable designs from the 1940s
to today, such as this Sixties-style wallpaper.
Flower Power, £65 per roll, Graham & Brown.
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